Cortical Networks for Control of Voluntary
Arm Movements under Variable Force
Conditions

A neural model of voluntary movement and proprioception is
developed that offers an integrated interpretation of the functional
roles of diverse cell types in movement.related areas of primate
cortex. The model circuit maintains accurate proprioception while
controlling voluntary reaches to 5;patial targets, exertion of force
against obstacles, posture maintenance despite perturbations,
compliance with an imposed movement, and static and inertial load
compensations. Computer simulations show that properties of model
elements correspond to the proper1tiesof many known cells types in
areas 4 and 5. Among these prope,rties are delay period activation,
response profiles during movEiment, kinematic and kinetic
sensitivities, and latency of activity onset. In particular, area 4
phasic and tonic cells, respectively, compute velocity and position
commands that are capable of activating alpha and gamma motor
neurons, thereby shifting the mechanical equilibrium point. Anterior
area 5 cells compute the position of the limb using corollary
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Posterior area 5 neurons use the position perception signal and a
target position signal to compute a desired movement vector. The
cortical loop is closed by a volition-gated projection of this
movement vector to the area 4 phasic cells. An auxiliary circuit
allows phasic-tonic cells in area 4 to incorporate force command
components needed to compensate for static and inertial loads.
After reporting simulations of prior experimental results, predictions
are
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motor
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cell

types

under

novel
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in order to compensate for both inertial and static loads
associatedwith the manipulated objects. Activity interpretable
as static and inertial load compensationhas long been associated
with area4 (Evarts et al, 1983; Kalaskaand Hyde, 1985; Ka1aska
et ai, 1989; Crutcher and Alexander, 1990; Fetz, 1992), and a
proprioceptive role for area5 is also well establishedOennings et
al, 1983; Chapmanet ai, 1984; Riehle et ai, 1994; Lacquaniti
etal,1995).
Alert-animal recording studies have now produced a large
inventory of physiologicallyidentified cell types in areas4 and 5.
Connectivity tracing studies have also identified many of the
afferent sourcesand efferent targets of pathwaysterminating in
each area. However, hypotheses seeking to relate the implied
global circuit structure to the physiological observations have
been rare (Kalaska and Crammond, 1995; Kalaska, 1996), and
there have been no hypotheses comprehensive enough to
simultaneouslyrelate the four functions mentioned above to the
existing inventory of cell types and connectivities. This paper
introduces such a set of hypotheses. The physiological and
anatomical sources that were pivotal in formulating the
hypothesesare givenin Tables1 and2, which alsogive functional
namesfor processingstagesto be outlined below. On the basisof
this data tabulation and computational constraints, we propose
the modelshown in Figure 1 and Table 1,asdescribedbelow.

experimental protocols.

Introduction
Single-cellrecording studies with alert primates trained to hold
arm postures and perform voluntary arm movements have
implicated the primary motor cortex (area 4) and parietal cortex
(especially area 5) in a broad range of functions involving
forelimb control and sensation. Among these are four linked
functions of the voluntary movement system: (i) continuous
trajectory formation; (ii) priming, gating and scaling of
movementcommands; (iii) static and inertial load compensation;
and (iv) proprioception. Voluntary movement plans can be
primed before some later decision to enact the movement,and
voluntary trajectories can be slowed down and sped up, or
halted in mid-course, at will. Activity interpretable as motor
command priming has been observed in areas 5 and 4
(Cranunond and Kalaska,1989; Alexander and Crutcher, 1990;
Riehle et at:, 1994), and continuous, scaleableand interruptible
activities corresponding to evolving trajectory commandshave
been observed in area 4 (Evarts, 1973, Evarts, 1974; Evartsand
Tanji, 1974; Georgopoulos et al., 1982, 1984; Kettner et al.,
1988; Crutcher and Alexander, 1990; Burbaud et at:, 1991;
Caminiti et at:, 1991; Scott and Kalaska, 1995). Voluntary
forelimb activity in primates is specialized for transporting and
manipulating a wide range of objects of diverse mass.
Controlling such movements requires accurate proprioception
despite load variations, as well as finely graded force generation,

Methods
The model can be viewed as an extension and revision of the
Vector-Integration-To-Endpoint,or VITE, model of Bullock and Grossberg
(1988). The VITE model was addressedprimarily to psychophysicaldata
and provided neural interpretations for the variables DV, TPV, PPV and
GO that are definedherein. It alsotreated proprioception differently, and
did not analyzehow area4 assemblesa multicomponent motor command
that simultaneously specifies desired position and load-compensating
forces.
The present modelproposesthat:
1.

2.

3.

4.

An =
movement difference vector (DV) is computed in parietal
area 5 from a comparison of a target position vector (TPV) with a
representation of current position called the perceived position
vector (pPV). The DV command may be activated, or primed, prior
to its overt performance.
The PPV is also computed in area 5, where it is derived by
subtracting spindle-basedfeedbackof position error, which is routed
to area 5 via area 2, from an efference copy of an outflow position
vector (OPV) from area4.
The primed DV projects to a desiredvelocity vector (DVV) in area4.
A voluntarily scalableGO signal gates the DV input to the DVV in
area4. By virtue of the scaledgating signal,the phasic cell activity of
the DVV serves as a volition.sensitive velocity command, which
activateslower centers including gamma-dynamicmotoneurons.
The DVV command is integrated by a tonic cell population in area 4,
whose activity servesas an outflow position vector (OPV) to lower
centers, including alpha and gamma-staticmotoneurons. This area4
tonic cell pool servesas source of the efference copy signal used in
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Table1
Proposed
corresporxJence
betweenmodelelements
andcelltypes
Modelelement

Celltypebyphysiaogy

References

Desiredvelocity vector (OW)
Outflow positionvector 101".')
Outflow force + position vector 10Ff'V)
Inertia force vector IIFV)
Static force vector (SFV)
Differencevector (DV)

area4 phasicmovement-time
(MT)
area4 tonic
area4 phasic-tonic
area4 phasicreaction-time
(An
area4 orsubcortical?
posterior
area5 phasic

Geor90pouloset a/. (1982),Frommet a/. 11984),Kalaskaet a/. 11989)
Frommet a/. (1984), Kettneret a/. (1988), Kalaskaet a/ (1989)
Cheneyand Feu (1980, 1984), Frommet a/. 11984),Kalaskaeta/. (1989)
Kalaskaeta/. (1989)

Perceivedpositionvector IPPVj

anterioc
area5 tonic
area5 orarea7b
globuspallidus

Targetpositionvector (TPV)
GOsignal

unknown
Chapmanet a/ (1984), Crammondand Kalaska(1989), Kalaskaet a/11990), Burbaudet a/. (1991),
Lacquan~ieta/.11995)
Kalaskaand Hyde (1985), Kalaskaet a/. (1990), Burbaudet a/11991), Lacquar1tiet a/. (1995)
Robinsonand Burton 119801,Anderson(1987), Dum and Strick (1990), Lacquan~iet a/ (1995)
Horakand Anderson11984a"bl,Kato and Kimura,(1992)

Table2
Evidence
for someofthe connectivity
assumed
inthemodel
Modelconnection

Correspondingpathway

References
Oscarsson
andRosm11963),
Phillips
et al 11971),
Prud'homrne
andKalaska
(1994)
Jonesetal.11978)
Pandya
andKuypers
(1969),Evarts11974),
Jonesetal. 11978),
Brooks(1986)
Jonesetal (1978),StrickandKim(1978),Zarzeckietal
(1978),Johnsonetal
(1993)
Jonesetal.(1978)
StrickandKim11978),
Zarzecki
etal. (1978),Johnsonet
al. (1993)
Pandya
andKuypers
(1969),Brooks(1986)
Pandya
andKuypers
11969),
Brooks(1986)

area 5 to compute the perceived position vector (pPV). As the
movement evolves, the difference vector (DV) activity in area 5 is
driven toward baseline. This leadsto termination of excitatory input
to area 4 phasic cells, and thus to termination of the movementitself.
5. A reciprocal connection from the area 5 PPV cells to the motorcortical tonic cells (OPV) enablesthe area 4 position command to
track any movement imposed by external forces. This reciprocal
connection alsohelps to keep spindlesloadedand to avoid instabilities
that would otherwise be associated with lags due to finite signal
conduction rates and loads.
6. Phasic-tonicforce-and-position-related(OFPV) cells in area4 enable
graded force recruitment to compensatefor static and inertial loads,
using inputs to area 4 from cerebellum and a center that integrates
spindle feedback. These area 4 phasic-tonic corticomotoneuronal
cells enable force of a desired amount to be exerted against an
obstaclewithout interfering with accurate proprioception (pPV), and
while preserving a target posture (TPV) should the obstaclegiveway.
Testing this set of hypothesesagainstexisting or future experimental
datarequires an understandingof the interactions of model mechanistns
under various experimental conditions. Such implications can only be
revealedby a simulation of a mathematicallyexplicit model of the system.
This section states computational properties of these hypotheses and
describes how they were translated into a mathematical model. The
Resultssection compares the output of model cells to recordings from
distinct cell types in corresponding cortical areas under various
experimental conditions.
Continuous Trajectory Generation: Priming, Gating and Scaling
ofMovement Commands
To maintain focus on a more detailed treatment of neurophysiological
data regarding temporal dynamics of cell types, the exposition is
restricted to single-joint movements to specified target positions. The
single-joint case is sufficient to address both kinematic and kinetic
aspects of reaching, but has the virtue of avoiding the complexities of
multi-joint coordination and spatial-to-motortransformations. Although
the present discussion omits these complexities, the VlTE trajectory
generation circuit (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988) is capable of
synchronizing movements among an arbitrary number of joints, as
demonstratedelsewherewith multi-joint limbs (Bullock et aL, 1993)and

Figure 1 1. Corticalcircuitmodel.Thickconnectionsrepresentthe kinematicfeedback
control aspect of the model, with thin connections representing additional compensatorycircuitry. GO,scaleable gating signal; OW: desired velocity vector; OPV,
outflow positionvector; OFPV,
outflow force + positionvector; SFV,static force vector;
IN: inertialforce vector;CBM , assumedcerebello-corticalinputto the IFVstage; PPV,
perceivedpositionvector; DV,differencevector;TPV,targetpositionvector; f, dynamic
gammamotoneuron;t, static gamma motoneuron;a, alpha motoneuron;la, type la
afferentfiber; II,type II afferentfiber (positionerrorfeedbackl;C.S.,centralsulcus;i.p.s.,
intraparietalsulcus. The symbol + representsexcitation, -represents inhibition. x
representsmultiplicativegating,and + f representsintegration.

more complex musculature involving mono- and bi-articular muscles
(Contreras-Vidalet aL, 1997). The present discussion instead extends
VITE to handlevariable speedsand forces and shows that suchan analysis
permits the functional interpretation and simulation of properties of
manytypes of identified cortical neurons.
The coordinate systems in which movements are planned and
executed is not a centrnl concern in this exposition. To avoid needless
complexity, we treat the movementand posture commandsas coded in
muscle contraction coordinates. This simplification is empirically
justified by data on precentrnl motor cortical cells studied in single and
multi-joint movements(Evarts, 1968; Scott and Kalaska,1995). However,
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it is alsomadewithout loss of generality,becausethere are severalknown
ways to embed muscle coordinate commands into more comprehensive
neural architectures that learn to transform between spatial and motor
coordinates(e.g. Bullock et at, 1993). The core computational assumptions of the present model can be readily combined with alternative
spatial and motor coding assumptions (Georgopoulos et aL, 1982;
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988; Caminiti et at, 1991; Sanger, 1994; Scott and
Kalaska,1995).
To provide a physical setting for operation of the cortical circuits, it
suffices to specify a minimal model of the sensory-motor periphery.
Thus, let limb dynamics be described by

~=7(

M(C"P,)-M(CpPJ)+E,-V')

(1)

wherePI is the contraction state,or position, of amuscleI within itsrange
of origin-to-insertion distances, and Pi = 1 -PI is the position of the
antagonistmuscle j within its range. Indices I and j are used in this way
throughout. Constraining the sum of PI and Pi to equal 1 approximates
the fact that lengthening either opposing muscle shortens the other. For
simplicity, the position ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 the maximally
compressed state of the muscle and 0 its maximally extended state. The
parameter V is the joint viscosity and I is the limb's moment of inertia.
Externalforces arerepresented by EI' which is positive if the force assists
shortening of the Ith muscle and negativeif it opposes.
The musclefunctionM(') gives the force generatedby a muscle given
some contractile activity CIand the position PI. For simplicity, geometric
effects due to moment arm, muscle yielding and non-linearities of force
generationare ignored (seeBullock and Grossberg,1991,for a discussion
of thesefactors). The equation
M(C"p,)= [it + M,-r,f

(2)

depends on the length It of the muscle, the contraction level MI and the
muscle'sresting length r 10The threshold-linearfunction [wr is defined as
ma:x(w,O).Defining It = 1 -PI and r I -MI = I -CI yields the muscle force

(Schwartz, 1992, 1993; Riehle et aL, 1994). The activities of phasic-MT
cells decline over time as the movementprogressestoward its endpoint
(Kalaska et aL, 1989) and they are sensitiveto both the direction and
speed of movement (Schwartz, 1993). Direction (a vector) and speed (a
scalar) together constitute velocity (a vector). The observations of
Schwartz (1993) tnay be interpreted as evidence that such a vectorial
velocity signal exists in area 4 (as opposed to merely a direction signal)
and that it is coded in the activity of phasic-MTcells. The majority of these
area 4 cells are non-primable and only respond during the actual
movement (Evartsand Tanji, 1974) or immediately before. Finally,these
cells show little sensitivity to the direction of load (Kalaskaet at, 1989).
We therefore suggest that the non-primable, direction-specific and
speed-sensitivephasic-MTcells in area 4 correspond to a representation
of desired movement velocity and that the tonic cells integrate the
phasic-MTactivity. We thus treat both cell types as parts of a distribut~d
kinematic trajectory generatorcapable of independently controlling the
direction andspeed of movement,as described below (see equation 13).
The tonic cell activity can be described by

(5)
where y/ is the averagefiring rate of a population of area 4 tonic cells (the
OPV), and u/ is the phasic-MT cell activity (the DVV). Equation (5)
specifies that the tonic cell population will integrate its inputs. Activation
increments and decrements depend on the difference between the
agonist (ui) and antagonist (u) phasic-MT activities. Activity ranges
between 0 and 1, andy/ + y/ = 1. This constraint on the sum of tonic cell
activities does not imply a constraint on the sum of alpha motoneuron
activities, asclarified below in equation (18).
The phasic-MT(DVV) activity in area4 is interpreted to be a gatedand
scaledversion of a movementcommand that is continuously computed in
area 5 as the vector difference (DV) between the target and the perceived
limb position vectors. Area 5 DV cell activity can be described by
1j=[T/-x/+dr>j+

(6)

function
(3)

M(c"p,)=[c,-p,f
The contraction activity CIis governed by

(4)

where IXt represents alpha motoneuron activity and u scales the
contraction rate.
The remainder of the system affectsthe limb by adjusting the alpha
motoneuron activities. For voluntary movements,the systemoperatesvia
area 4. The process of assemblingthe net descendingcommandto alpha
motoneurons can be divided conceptually into kinematic and kinetic
aspects,of which the kinematic is treated first. The kinematic aspect of
trajectory control involvesspecifying the time seriesof positions that the
limb is intended to occupy between its initial and its desired final
position. Kalaskaet al. (1989) have classified movement-relatedcells in
area 4 into major classes including tonic, phasic-tonic, phasic-MT
(movement time) and phasic-RT(reaction time) cells, and compatible
classifications have been discussedby others (Cheney and Fetz, 1980,
1984; Fromm et aI., 1984; Fetz,1992). Tonic cells show static firing rates
related to the position of the arm (Georgopouloset al., 1984; Kettner et
aI., 1988; Caminiti et al., 1991) and changesin activity related to the
direction and extent of movement(Georgopouloset aI., 1982; Kettner et
aI., 1988; RieWe et aI., 1994). On the assumptionthat area 4 tonic cell
activity through time codes a seriesof kinematic commands,it becomes
necessaryto ask how a cortical circuit generatesinput to be integrated by
the area4 tonic cells.
Area 4 phasic cells show changesin activity related to the direction
(Georgopoulos et aI., 1982) and speed and/or amplitude of movement
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where r{ is the activity of a DV cell, and dr) is its baselineactivity. The
target position is expressedas T{ and current limb position (pPV) as XI'
Thesemodel area5 cells fire at the baselinerate except when current and
targeted limb position differ, i.e. during movement and movement
priming intervals.
We identify the DV with phasic cells in posterior area 5 becausethe
activities of such area 5 cells show no load sensitivity (KaIaskaand Hyde,
1985; Kalaskaet ai., 1990), decay gradually as the target is approached
(Kalaska et ai., 1990), and can be 'primed' by the presentation of the
target signal (Crammond and Kalaska, 1989) before the experimenter's
'go' stimulus. Suchphasic cells in area 5 were alsoreported by Lacquaniti
et ai. (1995),who explicitly statedthat this neuron classcould be 'defined
as "variational", related to the difference vector between final and initial
position' (p. 403). Consistentwith the reports from Kalaska'slaboratory,
Lacquanitiet at. (1995) reported that for such cells, RT activity was tuned
in the same manneras MT activity.
Several equations describe computation of perceived position
becauseit dependson both central commandsand feedbackfrom muscle
receptors. (Visual feedbackis not treated here.)These equations describe
the computation of a PPVby anterior area 5 tonic cells that are assumed
to receive an efference copy input from area 4 and position error
feedbackfrom muscle spindles:
ris--Y,

(7)

rr =p[u,-UJ]+

(8)

S~l)
=s(~r~ -PI]+ +{r? -~]+'

(9)
(10)

w

S(w)=~

(11)

~= (l-xl~ey,+s}')(t-t)-sf')(t-tff -x/ley}+sf')(t-t)-sCj')(t-t)j+(12)
where YtS
is the activity of static gammamotoneurons,YtDis the activity of
dynamic gamma motoneurons, 5t(l) is the activity of primary spindle
afferents from muscle t, 5t(2)is the activity of secondary afferents, the
function S(.) describesspindle saturation, p is a scalingparameter,II is the
sensitivity of static nuclear bagand chain fibers, ~ is the sensitivity of the
dynamic nuclear bag fibers, Xt is the averagefiring rate over a population
of anterior area 5 tonic cells (pPY), and (OJ
is the gain of the corollary
dischargesfrom area 4 tonic cells, calibrated such that (OJ
= II, to ensure
accuratePPVcalculation. The variable t indicatesthe time index and t the
delay in feedback to central sites. BecauseYi = 1 -Yt and Pi = 1 -Pt,
equation (12) implies thatXt approximately tracks positionPt at rate 9.
The use of spindle signals as the primary source of peripheral
feedback on limb position is consistent with psychophysical evidence
that spindles underlie position sense(Goodwin et aL, 1972; Clark et aL,
1979). This is not, however, meant to equate the PPVrepresentationwith
the conscious perception of position, which presumably requires
additional neural mechanisms. The fact that anaesthetizedsubjectsare
able to perform movementswithout being aware of this (Goodwin et aL,
1972) suggeststhat, while the PPV may be sufficient to control the
movement, it is not sufficient to bring the movement to the subject's
consciousawareness.
We identify the model's computation of current limb position with
tonic cells in anterior area 5 becausesuch cells show activities that vary
with limb position (Kalaska et aL, 1990) and have very little load
sensitivity (Kalaskaand Hyde, 1985; Kalaskaet aL, 1990). Anterior area 5
receives projections from area 4 and from spindle-receiving somatosensoryareas(Oscarssonand Rosen,1963; Phillips et aL, 1971;Jones et
aL, 1978), where cell activities correlate with position error (Fromm and
Evarts, 1982). Target representations may exist in posterior area 5
(Lacquaniti et at., 1995) and/or in more caudal regions of parietal cortex
such as area 7b (Robinson and Burton, 1980; Anderson, 1987; Dum and
Strick, 1990).
If the limb always obeyed the position command (OPY), then limb
position could be computed by using only an efference copy of the
descending command from area 4 tonic cells. Under most realistic
conditions, however, the estimate based on the commanded position
needsto be corrected using a feedback-basederror signal. Sucha signalis
availablefrom muscle spindles(Vallbo, 1981),which havebeenshown to
be the primary non-visualsensorysource of information on limb position
(Goodwin et aL, 1972; Clark et aL, 1979; Matthews, 1988; McCloskeyet
aL, 1983).
Figure 2 illustrates how spindles can be used to compute a positional
error. Spindles havelong beenrecognized to respond sensitivelyto small
but not large stretches,and it has been argued (Kuffler and Hunt, 1952)
that the intrafusal contraction serves to malntain spindle sensitivity by
resetting the base length relative to which the spindle can sensitively
registerthe degree(or rate) of stretch. This is equivalentto sayingthat, to
maintain sensitivity, the intrafusallength is set to the expected length of
the extrafusal, in which casean above-baselinespindle firing rate will
indicate a positive length discrepancy of the extrafusal ('stretch') and a
below-baseline spindle discharge rate will indicate a negative length
discrepancy of the extrafusal muscle ('excess contraction'). During
voluntary movement, if the intrafusal length is continuously updated
to reflect the desired extrafusal length, then the measured length
discrepancies can serve as a signed error feedback to the neural
controller. If a load retards movement unexpectedly, then the spindle
responsemay saturatein the agonist and fall silent in the antagonist,but
the sign of the error feedbackwill remain accurate.
System(1)-(12) describesa central trajectory generatorand the single
joint it controls by a palr of antagonisticmuscles,with one critical gap:
the gating operation, or GO signal, that transforms the primable DV
activity in area 5 into scaled DVV (area 4 phasic-MTcell) activity. The
model proposes that this gating operation is what allows parietal

extratusalmuscle
L~;

~Y-

intratusalmuscle

spindle
organ

Figure 2. Spindle computation of positional error. Alpha- and gamma-static
motoneuronsreceivea desiredcontractioncommand. If the extrafusalmuscle is kept
from contracting,then the spindleorganis stretchedby the contraction of the intrafusal
muscleand secondaryspindleafferentsreport a positionerror.

targeting to actually gain control of the frontal effector apparatus. It can
be representedmathematicallyby
Zit=[g.(r,-rJ)+FU>]+

(13)

where u, is the area4 phasic MT cell activity (DVV), r, is the DV, g is the
GO signal, anddu> is the baselineactIvity for the DVV.
Becausethe model DVV stagecomputes a product of the DV and the
GO signal, our interpretation implies that the corresponding cell type,
area4 phasic-MTcells, should be sensitiveto both the speed of movement
and to movement extent. The former sensitivity was reported by
Schwartz(1993; see also Georgopoulos,1995) and the latter by Fu et aL
(1993). Moreoverthe multiplicative action of the GO signalimplies that it
controls the magnitude of the phasic-MT vector without altering its
direction, and thus can be usedto scalethe speedof movement. When the
target is presented before the experimenter's 'go' stimulus is given, the
posterior area5 difference vector activates,but withholding or inhibiting
the internal GO signal prevents activation of area 4 phasic-MT cells.
Inhibition of an active GO signal can also be used to rapidly abort movement. For these reasonswe regard the basalganglia,whose degeneration
in Parkinson's disease results in slowed movement, mid-movement
freezing and difficulty in initiating movement,as a strong candidate for
control of gating, which could operate via the fronto-striato-pallidothalamic pathway to area4 (Bullock and Grossberg,1991).
The GO signal is assumednot to turn on abruptly, but rather to grow
asa sigmoidal function of time. For simplicity, equations for a two-step
cellular cascadewere used to generatethe sigmoidal GO signal:

g = g(O)
~
C

(14)

where g is the GO signalthat multiplies the DV (seeequation above),iO)
is the step input from a forebrain decision center, E is a slow integration
rate, and C is the value at which the GO cells saturate.Any cascadelarger
than 2 will also generatea sigmoidal GO signal. An analysisof GO signal
shape and its effect on the bell-shapedvelocity profile observed during
movementscan be found in prior reports (Bullock and Grossberg,1988).
The hypothesis that area 4 phasic-MT cell activity constitutes a
volition-gated difference vector predicts that these cells will exhibit
preferred-direction tuning during active movement, and will show
enhanced response if a perturbation temporarily moves the arm in a
direction opposite to their preferred direction (since this increases the
difference between current position and the target). This model cell
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property is in agreementwith data on area4 phasic-MTcells reported in
Evartsand Tanji (1974).
Proprioception,

Compliance with Imposed Movement, and Load

Compensation

In system (1)-(14), a relaxed state can be specified by setting the GO
signal to zero, thereby shutting down new inputs to the integration
operation performed by area4 tonic cells. The joint will hold the position
last specified, and any externally imposed movementwill causea buildup
of tension in the muscles antagonistto the external force. If the external
force is released,the joint will spring back to the internally specified
position. In all, the limb will trace a V-shapedtrajectory.
Although characteristic of equilibrium point modelsand usefulasone
mode of system operation, such behavior is insufficient to wi11fu1ly
comply with an imposed movement.In that mode, the limb is relaxedas
movementisimposed by an external force, tensiondoes not build up, and
when the external force disappears,the actor can hold the limb in the
new, externally imposedposition. In the model, this requires updating of
the OPVduring the passivemovement.Vpdating is accomplishedthrough
a projection from the anterior area 5 position cells (pPV) to the area4
tonic cells (OPV), as shown in Figure 1. In the absenceof phasic-MT
activity (which mediates willfui resistance), this projection causesthe
position specified by the tonic cells to track the perceivedposition vector
(see equation 15 below). This mechanismnot oniy allows tension to be
releasedin the relaxed state,but keeps spindlesloadedand thus ensures
that the system remains sensitive to limb position. The bidirectional
projection between tonic cells in areas 4 and 5 also adds significant
stability to the system(see Fig. 11 below).
With the addition of the reciprocal area 5 to area4 pathway, equation
(5) for the area4 tonic cell (OPV) activity is augmentedas

1-YI( T1X}+[U} -UI]+)

(15)

where 11is the gain of the projection from anterior area 5 (PPV)to area4
tonic cells (OPV).
The V-shaped trajectory discussedaboveis observed when the limb
of a deafferented (vision-blocked and dorsal-rhizotomized) monkey is
sun-eptitiouslymoved by the experimenter to the vicinity of a target and
released simultaneously with the 'go' stimulus to perform a voluntary
movementto that sametarget (Rizzi et al, 1984). The model is consistent
with this observation since, in the absenceof spindle feedback,the OPV
remains at the initial target position during the imposed displacement,
tension builds up, and the arm springs back towards the initial position
before turning toward the target as the OPV is updated by integration of
the DVV. This property is simulated below (seeFig. 6).
In the circuit described by (1)-(15), if an obstacle prevents
movement,then spindle feedbackCIain Fig. 1) will notify the systemthat
the arm hasstopped moving and thus the area5 difference vector will not
fully return to baseline. If the GO signal remains on, then integration by
area 4 tonic cells will continue, effectively shifting the equilibrium point
of the limb, but not the limb itself, past the obstacle.Becauseof the spring
property of muscle, the force exerted against the surface will grow as
long as the GO signal remainson or until the force production limit of the
system is reached. If the obstacleyields, the equilibrium point, and the
limb, will move to the location specified by the target position vector.
Within system(1)-(15), inertial effectscan causethe limb's trajectory
to show sizabletransient mismatcheswith the trajectory specified by the
evolving OPV.The limb will lag the OPV at the beginning of movement,
and overshoot the target briefly at the end. Such undesirableeffects can
be partly compensatedby circuitry that reduces velocity errors. In the
model, this compensation is achieved if the projection from area 4 to
spinal motoneurons is split into two parallel pathways,one to the alpha
motoneurons(a in Fig. 1) andone to the staticgammamotoneurons('1 in
Fig. 1). Interposed along the pathway from area 4 tonic cells to alpha
motoneurons is a population of cells (OFPV in Fig. 1) that receives a
compensatory launching pulse in addition to the tonic cell command.
The launching pulse helps overcome the inertia of the limb at the
beginning of movement. We identify the interposed model cell
population with area 4 phasic-tonic cells (Kalaskaet aI:, 1989), whose
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activity profile is interpretableasa superposition of a launching pulse and
a tonic signal related to the shifting OPV. That these OFPV cells are
motor-cortical output cells correspondsto the observation by Cheneyand
Fetz (1980) that 59%of cortico-motoneuronalprojection neurons are of
the phasic-tonictype.
The launching pulse itself we identify with activity of phasic
reaction-time (RT) cells (Kalaskaet al, 1989). In the simplest scheme,
this pulse, whose purpose is to cause an acceleration to compensatefor
inertia, can be basedon a velocity error signal. Suchasignal is availablein
the feedbackfrom pritnary spindle afferents (ValIbo, 1981) (la in Fig. 1),
and it becomesavailablein the model if the dynamic gammamotoneurons
(f in Fig. 1) receive a signal proportional to desired velocity. Dynamic
gamma motoneurons are modeledas recipients of the DVV signal that is
derived from area 4 phasic MT cells, and thus they provide a velocity
reference for computation of velocity error, analogousto the position
reference provided by Staticgammamotoneurons.
The activity of the phasic RT cells, which constitutes an inertial force
vector (lFV), is governed by
q/ =A/[S}l)(t-t)-s}2)(t-t)-A]+

(16)

where A,is the feedbackgain and A is a threshold. This activity is added
to the signal from the area4 tonic cells to produce phasic-tonic activity,
which constitutesan outflow force + position vector (OFPV)

a, = y, +q,

(17)

which then projects to the alpha motoneurons
al = a + ~_(1)
1

1»1

(18)

where S is the gain of the stretch reflex. Becauseof the convergence of
various sources of input on the alpha motoneuron activities, the sum of
these activities is not constrained to be constant as is the sum of OPV
activities and the sum of muscle lengths. Though not pumued here, the
model can thus incorporate additional excitatory inputs to alpha
motoneurons, such as those used (Humphrey and Reed, 1983) to
co-contract opposing muscles and stiffen a joint without altering joint
angle (Bullock and Grossberg,1989, 1990).
Available theory and data indicate that it is possible to pre-empt
inertia-induced and other errors generated during well-rehearsed
movementsby making use of the adaptive cerebellar side-loop (Vilis and
Hore, 1980; 1to, 1984; Bullock and Grossberg,1991; Kawato and Gomi,
1992; Fiala et aL, 1996; Contreras-Vidalet aI., 1997). If the cerebellum
learns to predict velocity errors based on movement context, it can
automatically generate appropriate launching pulses in area 4 before
errors occur. Sucha feedforwanl compensationcircuit avoidsoscillations
due to feedback delays, and can operate at a much higher gain than a
feedback circuit. In some simulations below, we approximate the
pre-emptive function of such a cerebellar feedforward side-loop by
reducing the delay ("t) on spindle feedback to zero. This is not meant to
imply a non-physiological zero-delayin feedback, but is merely a way to
mimic the availability of a calibrated feedforwanl compensation. [See
Bullock and Grossberg (1991) and Contreras-Vidal, et al. (1997) for
further discussion.] If we did not assume feedforward anticipatory
compensation(i.e. if the feedbackdelaywere increased),then during fast
movements the model would exhibit oscillations, which are indeed
observedduring cerebellar cooling (Vilis and Hore, 1980).
System(1)-(18) is able to deal with obstaclesthat act to constrain
position but do not themselvesexert a constantforce. The motor system
is also able to accurately respond to static loads during voluntary
movementand posture. Gravity, for exanlple, is a constant load that pulls
the limb out of anynon-vertical target configuration. Evenwith a positive
GO signal,system(1)-(18) cannot completelycompensatefor such loads,
and the limb will equilibrate at a position displaced from the target. This
property motivates the introduction of a static load compensation
mechanism.
A simple way to resist perturbation by loadsis to increase the stiffness
of the joint through strong co-contractions. Co-contraction cells (cells
that are sensitiveto movementbut are not direction selective)andmuscle
co-contractionsare indeedobserved in vivo (Humphrey and Reed, 1983)
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Figure 3. Comparisonof cortical activityand model cell responsesduringa simplevoluntaryreachingtask. Histogramsin (a)-(c) and (e) are takenfrom Kalaskaet al. (1989) and
(d) and (f) are from Kalaskaet al. (1990). Histogramsare centeredon the onset of movement,which is indicatedin both the data and the simulationsby a vertical dashedline. This
can be usedto comparethe relative onsettimes in the differentneuralcell types and modelelements. tg) Simulationofthe SFVpopulation. (h)Simulationof primaryspindleactivities
during movement. Ii, J1 Velocity and positiontraces. In the simulationspresentedabove. a GO signal of g(OI= 0.75 was used and pre-emptive feedforward compensation
approximatedby reducing't = 0 and increasing)..1= 150. For reasonsgiven in the text, this is not meantto imply a non-physiologicalzero-delayin vivo. In this and subsequent
simulations.1 s of time is -100 time steps.

when the direction of action of a static load is unpredictable or changes
tOOrapidly for voluntary compensation. Prior modeling work (Bullock
and Grossberg,1989, 1990; Bullock and Contreras-Vidal,1993) indicates
how stiffnesscontrol can operate without disrupting position control and

proprioception. However, co-contractions increase the limb's resistance
to movement in all directions, thereby interfering with voluntary
movements. They are also insufficient for full compensation, and are
energeticallyinefficient.
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An efficient static load compensation circuit should generate a
canceling force only in the direction opposing the load. One alternativeis
to reduce the gain in the pathway from the anterior area 5 tonic cells
(pPV) to the area4 tonic cells (OPV). This would enablethe OPVcells to
continue integrating until the DV has been completely reduced to zero.
However,reducing the gain of the area5 to area4 signalwould reduce the
stabilizing influence of this pathway and lead to significant overshoots
and endpoint oscillations (seeFig. 11).
The alternativeincorporated in the modeloperatesby integrating over
time the position error feedbackfrom the spindles. This generatesa static
force vector (SFV) which is addedto the activity of area 4 phasic-tonic
cells (OFPV). This compensatingsignal is addedto the phasic-toniccells
rather than to the tonic cells of area4 in order to preservethe statusof the
tonic cells' commandto staticgamma motoneuronsas a purely kinematic
reference signal, corresponding to the desired extrafusallength, for the
spindle subsystem.Becausethe integratedvalue of the SFVcontinues to
change until the spindle signal (and position error) reacheszero (or,
equivalently,becomes equal in antagonist and agonist channels), linear
calibration is not necessary,as long as the bias is zero and the gain is not
too high. Also, becausean increasein alphamotoneuron activity can only
reduce spindle output, the spindle pathway to the SFVclosesa negative
feedback loop. This circuit is similar to the stretch reflex, but the
interposed integration process allows operation at a somewhat higher
gain without causing oscillations, because integration filters out highfrequency components of an incoming signal.
The following equation describesthe behavior of the SFVpopulation:
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where h is a gain that controls the strength and speed of load compensation, and 'If is a parameter scaling inhibition by the antagonist
component of the SPVand by the antagonistspindle. The SPVsignalis an
added input to the phasic-tonic cells (OFPV),so equation (17) is replaced
by
at = Yt +qt +.Ii

(20)

A distinct in vivo cell type corresponding to model SPVcells has not,
to date, beenidentified. If such cells exist in area4, they would be lumped
together into the 'tonic' group, since their activities are primarily tonic
and they would often show modest movement-relatedmodulation and
load-related responses. An SPV integrator might also be located subcortically.

Results
This section reports simulation results that compare identified
cortical cells widI model cells. It is divided into dIree parts. The
first part reports simulations which show dIat trajectories of
model variables match observed trajectories of corresponding
brain variables in a range of experimental tasks. Because
observations of corresponding brain variablesare not known for
dIe full set of model variables in each task, each simulation also
makestestable predictions. The second part reports simulations
which predict how measurablebrain variables should behave in
new experimental tasks if dIe model is correct. All dIe
simulations in bodI parts are based on equations (1)-(4),
(6)-(16), (18)-(20) and on dIe parameters listed in dIe
Appendix, unlessodIerwise noted. The dIird part discusseshow
dIe model compareswidI control dIeory concepts.
Simulations

of Prior

Experimental

Tasks

Basic Point-to-point Movement: Synchronous Activation of
the Targetand Go Stimuli
The simplest type of point-to-point movement task is one in
which the animal holds its hand at a prescribed initial point, and
then movesits hand without an imposed delayto the position of
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Figure 4. Comparisonof model DVand area 5 phasicactivity during a control task (al
and a primingtask !hI, where the target is shown beforethe 'go' stimulus is given. The
times of the target presentationand the 'go' stimulus are shown as a vertical dashed
line. This simulationused the same parametersas that of Figure3. Rastersreprinted
from Crammondand Kalaska(1989).

a target light when that light turns on. The light-on event is
thus both a target specification and a 'go' stimulus. As shown
in Figure 3}, the model is capable of performing such movements accurately, sometimes exhibiting transient overshoots
(Lestienne,1979; Gachoud et al, 1983), but always reaching the
target as long as the GO signal remains positive. The smooth,
bell-like shape of the velocity profile is largely a function of the
central aspectsof the circuit, e.g. gradual onsetof the GO signal,
but is also aided by such factors as the saturation of the spindle
feedback signal as trajectory errors become very large. Figure 3
also evaluatesthe model's ability to simulate observations made
on cortical cells of monkeys performing this task. For each
model cell type for which a cortical correspondent was
proposed, a representative histogram is shown from an
experimental report of single cell activities in monkeys during
performance of this task, along with an activity-time plot of the
corresponding model cell type. The modeled and real cell types
exhibit qualitatively similar activation trajectories.
Figure 3 compares our single-joint model with data collected
during two-dimensionalmovements.We believe this comparison
to be valid. The datasets from single-and multi-joint studies both
reflect the same computational issues.Further modeling studies
that use multiple joints and large neural populations could
nonetheless offer a more detailed account of these data. For
example, by using a distributed population of OFPV neurons
with a gradient of thresholds for tonic activation, one could
simulate the brief period of silence (not present in the current
OFPVsimulation; Fig. 3e) that is sometimes observed to follow
the initial phasic burst of the phasic-tonic cell (Kalaska et al,
1990). More generally, the model is compatible with a wide
distribution of time lags between the phasic and tonic
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FiglLire5. Simulationof Evartsand Tanji's(1974)paradigm.Verticalline indicatesthe time of the perturbation.In the simulations,a GOsignal of g(O)= 0.8 was used.

components of OFPV-type phasic-tonic cells, becausechangesin
the OPV-correlatedand SFV-correlatedparts of the tonic component need not have the same sign, time course or amplitude.
Thus one part can mask the other for intervals that are strongly
dependent on limb-geometry, dynamic postural demands of the
task, load-direction,etc.
The model is also consistentwith observations on the relative
onset latency of these cells. For example, during voluntary
movement, Burbaud et aL (1991) have shown the following
sequence of onsets: Posterior area 5 cells activate first, before
movement starts. Shortly afterwards activities change in area4.
Area 2 cells activateduring movement,and finally anterior area5
cells activate after movement has begun. The model onset
latencies are similar: DV cells corresponding to posterior area 5
activate first, followed by DVV and OPV cells in area4. These
eventsare followed by movementand by activities in PPVcells in
anterior area5. If area 2 cells code positional error, as suggested
by Fromm and Evarts (1982), then one would expect them to
exhibit activity during movement.

Point-topoint Movement with Priming: Go Stimulus Onset
Lags Target Stimulus Onset
In a priming task, the target location is specified earlier than the
time of 'go' stimulus onset, so it is possible for the animal to
pre-activate or prime a representation of the dimensionsof the
forthcoming movement. In the model, this occurs at the DV
stagein area 5 at the time of the target presentation. Becausethe
DV is not allowed to update the area 4 tonic cells (OPV), and
thereby to erase itself, until the delayed 'go' stimulus activates
the internal GO command, the model is consistent with the
observation that area 5 activity begins at the time of target
presentation and persists at full strength until after the 'go'
stimulus is given. Figure 4 shows representative rasters for an
area 5 phasic cell in a priming task and a control task. Alongside
of these are shown simulations of model DV activity. In the
priming task, both the real and model cells activate and hold
steady at a high level until after the 'go' stimulus is given, at
which time the DV begins to return toward baseline.

Point-to-point Movement with Limb Perturbation as the Go
Stimulus
In this task (Evarts and Tanji, 1974), the experimenter delivers
the 'go' stimulus in the form of a perturbation to the limb that is
about to perform the task of pushing or pulling a lever to a target
position. In the model, the perturbation has two separate direct
effects: it activates the internal GO command,and it changesthe
internal representation of joint position (Ppv). The change in
joint position in turn affects the DV and, because of the active
GO command, the DVV. Figure 5 allows comparison of the
activity of an area 4 phasic-MT cell tuned to the direction of
the push with the activity of a similarly tuned model DVV cell,
for four conditions formed by crossing two targets (one reached
by pulling the lever toward the monkey's body, one by pushing
the lever away) with two directions of perturbation (one that
moved the lever away from the monkey, and one that moved it
nearer the monkey). The model fits the observed rank ordering
of activation levels,which increase with the signed amplitude of
the resultantDV.
a-shaped Movement after Deafferentation and Temporary
External Fixation of the Limb at the Target Position
In this paradigm (Bizzi et al, 1984),a monkey is trained to make
single-joint movements to target lights from a prescribed,
actively maintained, initial posture, and then deafferented by the
combination of a permanent dorsal rhizotomy and temporary
visual occlusion. Such monkeys remain capable of performing
the task. This is expected from the model because the internal
efference copy feedback is sufficient to allow target-distance
scaled,self-terminating movements(albeit of reduced accuracy)
after the corrective spindle feedback is removed. lf under this
condition the animal's arm is surreptitiously moved from the
prescribed initial posture to the position of a target light before
it is turned on, then the absenceof the spindle to PPV pathway
will prevent PPVupdating and thus also adjustment of the OPV.
Thus tension will build in the muscle opposing the experimenter's surreptitious displacement. lf the experimenter then
releasesthe arm and turns on the target light simultaneously,the
arm will initially spring back toward the prescribed initial
posture. However,becausethe target onset activates the internal
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trajectory generator,the DVV will begin to update the OPV(and
Ppv) in the direction of the target. Thus the arm's motion toward
the initial posture will be arrested, and the arm will reverse
direction and move toward the target. The resultant trajectory is
U-shaped. This paradigm can be simulated with the model
following elimination of the spindle feedback terms. Figure 6
shows that the model's output is comparableto an experimental
arm trajectory obtained with this paradigm.
Point-to-point Movement with an Inertial Load
Under the assumption of prior learning by a feedforward IFV
pathway, the model predicts that both launching and braking
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Figure 8. Comparisonof load sensitivityin the data (8) (plottingthe gain of the cosine
tuning! and in the modellbl (plottingthe differencein activationbetween a loadedand
unloadedcondition). See text for details.

pulses should be apparent in the activity of the phasic-RTand
phasic-tonic cells. Figure 7 reprints results from one of the few
population vector analysesrestricted to an identifiable cell type
in area 4 (Kalaska and Drew, 1993). As can be seen, there is
evidence for a launching pulse, a braking pulse and finally a
tonic activation among the phasic-tonic cells. Though the model
is consistentwith these data,a population simulation needed for
a direct comparison would require 'unlumping' of the model
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Figure 9. Active and passiveresponsesto externalperturbations.Solid lines indicatethe position of the limb (with flexionpositive). (a,b) Responsesto a static load of£, = (1.1.
Dashedvertical lines indicate onsetand offset of the load. (c,d! Responsesto obstacles.Dashedlines indicatethe position-constrainingaction of the obstacles.Active resistance
(a,c! is simulatedby settingg(OI= 0.5 andh = 0.05. Passiveresponse(b,d! is simulatedby settingglOI= 0 andh = O. Targetlocationis indicatedby the horizontaldashedline.

elements and more careful consideration of distributed motor
representations. Because these issues would complicate the
model considerably,such a simulation is beyond the scopeof this
report.
Point-to-point Movement with a Static Load
A number of experiments have examined the static load sensitivity of several of the cortical cell types encompassedby the
model. In this paradigm,a static load is imposed at the beginning
of movementand it acts in a constant direction through the MT
and into the target holding time (I1fI) that follows movement. In
Figure8, the load sensitivity of model elementsis compared with
the load sensitivity of cortical cells. Because the model
reproduces single-joint movement only, the comparison is
qualitative. Thus, to rank the load-sensitivityof cortical cells we
follow Kalaskaet aL (1989) and use the Cl parameter from the
equationy= bo+ Clcos(9 -9Ja>whereyis the cell's averagefiring
frequency, bois a baseline and Cl is the gain in the cosine tuning
on the difference between the load angle 9 and the cell's
preferred 'load axis' 9la' For the simulation, we compare the
cell's activation between a no-load condition and a condition
with a load of E1 = 0.1.
The rank-ordering of load sensitivity in the data is:
phasic-MT< tonic < phasic-tonic. As shown in Figure8, the rank
ordering seen in the model for the corresponding cell types at
the target holding time is similar: DVV, OPV < SFV,OFPV.The
low THT load-sensitivity of OPV cells is due to the fact that the
load compensationis progressivelyshifted during the movement
to the SFVpopulation. Becausethe OFPVsumsinputs from OPV
and SFV,it is largely indifferent to the shift in load from OPV to
SFVduring the movement. Consequently,its load sensitivity is
nearly constantduring the MT and THT.
The model proposes that in addition to summing the OPV
and SFV signals, the OFPV stage also receives the IFV signal.

This three-way summation scheme could lead to undesirable
saturation of single cells under heavy loading conditions. This
consideration combines with observations of a 'continuum' of
phasic tonic cells (Kalaska et al., 1989) to suggest a slightly
different, lesssaturation-pronescheme that is otherwise computationally equivalent. Populations of pyramidal tract neurons
(PTNs) in motor cortex exhibit recruitment as loads increase
(Evarts et ai, 1983), with small cells (distinguished by long
antidromic latency to spinal stimulation) recruited before large
cells (of short antidromic latency). It is also known that small
PTNs exhibit more tonic activity than the more transient large
PTNs(Fromm et ai, 1984)and that a continuum exists between
large transient cells and smalltonic cells. These findings suggest
the possibility of a distributed population of pyramidal tract
neurons (OFPV cells) that receive different gradients of input
from velocity error (IFV) and integrated position error (SFV),
such that large, late recruited cells receive more IFV input than
small cells, while the small cells receive more SFVinput. This
would help prevent saturation of OFPV cells during tasks
requiring generation of large forces. Though beyond the scope
of the present simulations, we predict that such a distributed
population would exhibit phasic RT, phasic-tonic and tonic
responsesfrom large, medium and small PTNs respectively.
Control of the Responseto External Forces
Due to GO signal gating, the model is capable of two different
modes of response to external forces. When the GO signal is
positive, the systemresists external perturbations whether these
are caused by loads or by external objects. When the GO sigrlal
is zero, the system passivelysubmits to these forces. Figure 9
illustrates the difference between these responses. In the top
row is shown the behavior with positive GO signal and in the
bottom row the behavior with zero GO signal, in responseto
two different kinds of external forces.
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Simulations of Novel Experimental Tasks: Further Model
Predictions
Because the functional scope of the model goes beyond the
functional range probed in prior singie-cell recording experiments, it generatestestablehypothesesregarding cell responses
during novel experimental paradigms.Predictions for one such
paradigm are presented here.

Finally, during the contact time with the virtual obstacle, the
population vector of phasic-tonic cells in area 4 (OFPV) should
move pastthe value ordinarily associatedwith the position of the
obstade (as assessedon control trials) and toward the value
associatedwith the target's position. The amount by which it
will move past the obstacle should depend upon the level of
force required to overcome the obstacle.

Point-to-point Movements that Require Pushing through a
Virtual Obstacle
A single-joint reaching movement is made to a specified target
while the hand graspsa servo-controlledmanipulandum. Shortly
after movement initiation, on a random subset of trials, the
manipulandum behavesas if it has encountered an obstacle that
blocks movementtoward the target, but then yields after a fIXed
level of force is exerted by the monkey in that direction. Reward
is given only if the monkey exerts the required force vector and
then continues its trajectory to the target. Meanwhile, recordings are taken from areas4 and 5.
Qualitative predictions of the model for three cell types are
shown in Figure 10. The activity of tonic cells in anterior area 5
(pPV) should remain unchanged during the time that the
obstacle prevents movement. The activity of phasic cells in
posterior area 5 (DV) should also remain unchanged during
obstruction, and decay to baseline after the obstacle yields.

Comparison
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Figure 11 representsthe network model of Figure 1 with conventions familiar from control theory (Kuo, 1991). This comparison
suggeststhat the network might be characterized as a trajectory
generator in cascade with a PID (proportional-integralderivative) controller. In particular, the spinal stretch reflex
provides a component proportional to the position error, the
SFV provides a component proportional to the integral of the
position error, and the IFV provides a component proportional
to the time derivative of the position error. Here the errors in
question are those measured by the spindle subsystem,whose
reference signals are provided by the OPV and DVV. Use of the
DVV, or desired velocity, as input to gamma-dynamicMNs allows
substitution of a direct measurement of velocity error for an
otherwise necessary,but more noise-sensitive,neural differentiation. This direct measurementmechanism is reminiscent of
the pursuit eye movementsystem'sdirect sensing of retinal 'slip'

(retinal image translation rate, the difference between eye
velocity and object velocity), which is used as an error signal in
that system(LisbergeretaL, 1981; Kawato and Gomi, 1992).
Equally important are the many ways that the designdeparts
from standard PID control. Already noted was that the timing
of the phasic RT pulse suggestsa feedforward velocity error
compensation, and the timing of some tonic cell updating
suggestsfeedforward static load compensation(seealso Crago et
ai, 1976). However, the most significant departure is the
simultaneouslyoperating trajectory generator, which gradually
changes the OPV in the direction of the TPV. A force-generating
Pill controller could in principle operate directly on a reference
signal provided by the TPV. However, such a systemwould no
longer exhibit the characteristics of voluntary movement,
because movement would then be directly driven by external
changesto the TPV.Becausethere is no gating and scaling within
the Pill-like part of the network, characteristics of voluntary
movement such as the continuous control of speed, of halting
and restarting would be lost. Also, when one TPV was abruptly
replaced by another separatedfrom the first by a large distance,
a Pill-only system would suddenly cease monitoring error
relative to its current posture and relative to all postures
intermediate between the initial and desired posture. Thus there
would be no reflexive stabilization of the system at any
intermediate point of the trajectory. Such a strategy would be
disastrousfor an animal moving loads (like its body) in a gravity
field. The gravity load on a muscle is configuration dependent,
so the load compensation needed at the end of the trajectory
need have nothing to do with that neededto prevent a collapse
at intermediate points along the trajectory (consider a
quadruped raising itself off the ground). By specifying a continuous series of intermediate desired postures, the trajectory
generatoravoids this problem.
The trajectory generator is also distinguished by the timevarying gain provided by the GO signal, which contrasts with
the constant gain used in conventional Pill control. This change
generatesmore symmetrical velocity profiles, and allows smaller
peak accelerations, than are characteristic of standard Pill
control. Another notable property of the trajectory generatoris
created by the reciprocal connections between the OPV and
the PPVstages.The significance of this feature is illustrated in
Figure Ilb,c, where two trajectories made under inertial load
are shown. During the Figure lIb simulation, the circuit was
intact, but in Figure Ilc the circuit had been 'lesioned': there
was no term corresponding to the signalcarried by the pathway
from the PPVto the OPV stage.The comparison revealsthat the
dynamics are much more favorable with the reciprocal pathway
(Fig. lIb) than without it (Fig. II c). The main reasonis that the
PPVto OPVprojection greatly reduces what would otherwise be
a significant overshoot of the OPV's normal value during the
phase of the movementwhen the limb-plus-loadis badly lagging
the unperturbed trajectory. In short, this projection tends to
prevent the system from using an atypical 'virtual trajectory' of
the OPV stage as a solution to the inertial load problem, thus
forcing any compensationinto the IFV channel, which appears
to involve feedforward action by the cerebellum. This division of
labor is important because the OPV,unlike the IFV, projects to
gamma motoneurons, and thus has the potential to mediate a
transient positive feedbackto the error signal, which would be
progressivelydestabilizing with longer conduction and muscleaction delays. From another perspective, the PPV to OPV
pathway servesto adjust the 'period' or half-cycleduration of the
trajectory generatorto the characteristicsof the load. The OPV's

tendency to track the PPV reduces velocity, at the cost of a
modest prolongation of the point-to-point movement, but with
the benefit of reducing the net forces required to accelerateand
decelerate the larger load. In sum, the network's several
departures from PID behavior create a kinematic planning
circuit which is less oscillatory in the presence of load-related
lags, which makes more modest demands for peak and total
forces, and which affords reflex stabilization around all intermediate points of the trajectory.

Discussion

Cortical cells that are involved in voluntary reaching can be
categorized into different cell types on many bases,including
time of recruitment, mix of phasic and tonic components,
r(~sponse to perturbations, load-sensitivity, and tuning for
position, direction and velocity. As the connectivity among
sensory-motorareashas become clearer, it has become possible
to tabulate (see Tables 1 and 2) physiological cell types and
interactions that together strongly constrain the form of neural
models. The good match of the proposed model between
simulation and data are consistentwith a number of conclusions.
First, cortically controlled reaching movements can be adapted
on-line to voluntary speed variations or imposed loading
variations. Second,the production of movements with desirable
kinematics can often be achieved,despite such variations, using
kinesthetic feedback that corrects central representations of
limb position. Third, kinesthetic feedback from the muscle
spindles provides a kinematic error signal as long as gamma
motoneurons are so activated that the intrafusal contraction
matches the expected (desired) contraction of the extrafusal.
Sucha schemetends to keep the spindle receptor in its optimal
range by preventing unloading or excessivestretching, both of
which compromise the quality of kinesthetic feedback. Treating
the spindle signalsas carriers of an error signal does not preclude
a role for spindle signalsin registering body configuration ('body
image'). Fourth, because the kinesthetic subsystemjudges in
which directions forces must be generatedto achieve kinematic
goals, the kinesthetic system does not receive inputs from cells
primarily responsible for generating directed compensatory
forces. Thus gamma-MNsdo not receive inputs from spindles.
Also, neither area 5 position-related cells nor gamma motoneurons receive signals from those inertial and/or static load
sensitive cells in area 4 that are interposed between the output
cells of the central kinematic generatorand the alpha-MNs.Fifth,
there exists a voluntary gate between area 5 cells that compute
the residual distanceto target for a given arm and area4 cells that
compute desired movementvelocity. Area 5 activity can hereby
be decoupled from the immediate intention to act, and can
serve a priming function. Priming allows preparation and
deliberation. Thus, the model highlights a close mechanistic link
between deliberation and volition. Although deliberation on the
speed of movementis possible in the context of the model, this
is not explored here. Sixth, variations in how the volitional gate
is opened allow control of movement speed and trajectory
shape. Breakdowns in the gating pathway lead to changes in
movement speed and initiation while leaving movement
direction invariant. Studies documenting pallido-nigral gating
of voluntary eye movements (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1985),
skeletomotor bradykinesia following nigral lesions in
Parkinson's disease and N-methyl-4-phenyl-l,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)treatment (Doudet eta!, 1985),and pure speed
effects of pallidal and thalamic stimulation (Mateer, 1978; Horak
and Anderson, 1984b) suggest that final voluntary gating and
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releaseof primed movementsmaybe achieved via fronto-striatopallido-thalamo-corticalpathways, which have terminations in a
number of areas,including areas4 and 6.
Omitted Cell Types and Implicationsfor Analysis of
Single-cell Data
The model does not treat a number of cortical cell types that are
clearly related to preparation and execution of voluntary
movements. These include primable cells in area 6 and area 4
(Alexander and Crutcher, 1990) and more frontal areas,
'reversal' cells in area 5 (Kalaska et aI., 1990), and various cell
types in somatosensoryand parietal cortex (prud'homme and
Kalaska,1994). Someof these appearto contribute to functions,
such as memory-based serial movements (SMA) or more
complexly conditioned movements (lateral area 6), which fall
outside the current scope of the model (passingham, 1993).
Others might be of more immediate relevance. For example,
though there are manyreports of poor primability of area 4 cells,
some reports indicate reliable priming in motor cortex
(Alexander and Crutcher, 1990). Generally,we expect to find
that primable cells in precentral cortex will be found to be more
rostral becauseall observershave reported strong primability in
such areas as the dorsal aspect of the lateral premotor cortex
(Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Kalaskaand Crammond,1995).
Though the model in its lumped version does not include
primable area 4 cells, it is compatible with them. For example,
such cells may be indicative of a coordinate transformation
between a more spatial parietal DV and a more muscle-related
DV in area4. In addition, primable cells in area 4 mayplaya role
in stiffening the limb in preparation for movement. There is a
model-independent constraint on whether any motor cortical
cell with monosynaptic contacts on motoneurons can be
primed: becausethere is no intermediate neuron at which gating
could occur, to prime a population of corticomotoneuronal area
4 cells would pre-activate the movement, unless the area 4
projection was restricted to high-threshold motoneurons. One
exception could be the co-contraction cells reported to exist in
area 4 by Humphrey and Reed (1983), which may be used in
increasing joint stiffnessas mentioned above.
Cell properties in cortex do not always neatly partition into
the distinct functional classesoutlined by the model, but rather
may form a more complex continuum of which the modeled
types are lumped representations. Other cell types may be
produced from different combinations of SFV, IFV and OPV
signals and may emerge from a distributed OFPV population as
described above in the context of load-compensation.
By specifying, at least partially, distinct computational roles
for the diverse cell types within area 4, the model raisesserious
questions about the general appropriateness of methods that
average single-cellrecordings across populations of task-related
neurons without regard to cell type. The results reported in
Kalaskaand Drew (1993) support this perspective by showing
that novel insights may be gained by averaging within but not
acrosspools of physiologically identified cell-types.
From this perspective, an affirmative reply can be developed
to the question of Fetz (1992) as to whether movement
parameters are recognizably coded in the activity of single
neurons. Properties of model cells with clear functional roles
co-vary with cell responsesobserved in the cortex. Many of the
puzzling properties of kinematic and kinetic sensitivitiesin areas
4 and 5 mentioned earlier hereby become explicable. Planning
the task is best done using kinematic variables such as those
observed in area 5 and in some cells in area 4. Superimposed
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upon this kinematic planning circuit are several compensatory
circuits which assemble command components needed to
reduce errors due to static and inertial loads. As Kalaskaand
Crammond (1995) have noted, kinematic and kinetic variables
are inextricably linked by the Newtonian laws of motion. The
model reflects this linkage in a functionally explicit way.
Relationship to other Proposals Regarding Movement
Control and Proprioception
Prior models aimed at explaining properties of cortical cells'
focus primarily upon the directional tuning observed in these
cells (Burnod et al, 1992; Berthier et al, 1993; Georgopoulos et
al, 1993; Houk etal, 1993; Kettner etal, 1993; Lukashin and
Georgopoulos,1993; Redishand Touretzky, 1994), usually in the
context of sensorimotor transformations. While these models
focus on population statistics and simplify temporal dynamics,
the present model simplifies population statistics to elaborate
temporal dynamics. It is thus compatible with the results of these
other models regarding issues it does not address.For example,
the model of Redishand Touretzky (1994) reachesconclusions
similar to ours concerning the functional significance of the
load-sensitivitydifferences between areas4 and 5.
The model's thesis that movement control involves a gradually
shifting positional command shares features with recent
equilibrium point formulations (see Bizzi et al., 1992 for a
review). In contrast to most other equilibrium point discussions,
however,we do not suggestthat limb dynamics can be ignored,
and explicitly include mechanisms for static and inertial load
compensation which are superimposed upon the kinematic
command. Also, we propose that trajectory generationis guided
in part by feedback information. This allows the model to
reproduce the endpoint errors observed during human pointing
movements performed in a Coriolis force-field (Lackner and
DiZio, 1994), as demonstrated in a companion report (Cisek et
al, 1996)
The proposal that proprioception is based on feedback
correction of an efference copy is shared by the theory of
Burgesset al (1995)and by the lambda hypothesis (Feldmanand
Latash, 1982; Feldman, 1986). The desired effort command
(E-DAP) of Burgess et al (1995) is guided by comparisons
between desiredvisual and kinesthetic profiles and the feedback
from various peripheral receptors, including spindles. In the
lambda model, the brain estimates joint angle by starting with a
corollary discharge of a motor command and adding to it a
correction factor based on muscle stiffness and load-dependent
deviations from expected torque. How the two factors neededto
compute the correction factor could be known was not
specified. By its dependence on torque sensing, that proposal
implicates Golgi tendon organs, rather than spindles, as principal contributors to position sense.As shown in a complementary
report of simulations modeling vibration-induced proprioceptive illusions and related effects (Cisek et al., 1996), the
model proposed here is consistent with experimental data
indicating that the spindle feedback is dominant in limb
proprioception(Goodwinetal, 1972; Clarketal, 1979).
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Appendix:ModelParameters
Except where noted, all the simulations above use the following
paran.1etersettings: 1= 200, V= 10, v = 0.15, dr) = 0.1, du) = 0.01, e = 0.5,
e = 0.5, ciI= 1, TJ= 0.7, P = 0.04, AI = 10, A = 0.001, S = 0.1, C E 25, E = 0.05,
\if = 4, h = 0.01, or= 3. In the simulations shown in Figures 3, 4 and 10, oris
redu(:ed to zero and Al increased to approximate the feedforward
dynarnics compensation which generates the large launching pulse seen
in the: OFPV activation profile.

